Editorial
It is that time of year to reflect on the organisation Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd. This has been triggered
by the forthcoming Extra Ordinary General Meeting and the Annual General Meeting both occurring on
November 22 at the shipyard. (Notice of meetings is given on the last page of this issue of Steamlines). At the
AGM members are elected to the Board of Directors, reports and financial statements are tabled and discussion
occurs on our past and future activities. At this AGM gathering we remind ourselves that we are a volunteer
organization with a common interest in “practical” maritime history. That is the restoration, preservation and
operation of historic vessels. To a large extent we not only rely on our combined labours to bring our present
project (ST Wattle) to an operational state but also the generous contributions of many others who share the
vision. Our Chairman comments on this in his report below.
I want to comment on two things about our organization. One is that over the last five years our volunteers have
built up a camaraderie that goes beyond just turning up on a Saturday and welding, wood working, needle
gunning, painting, keeping the books and recording. We also take an active interest in each others health and
well being. Consequently support is given to those with health issues, problems are aired but not necessarily
solved and information is exchanged from those with knowledge and resources to those seeking it. One example
of this maturation into a social support enterprise is the provision of lunch time learning sessions when our
learned maritime colleagues give us non sea farers lessons on such things as ship stability and buoyancy and the
generation of super heated steam. More practical lessons in welding, wood work, thread cutting and gasket
making also occur. We should not overlook these additional support activities as they contribute significantly to
our continuation and reputation.
The other matter I want to raise is on the dark side of human nature and the lack of regard some individuals have
for the activities of volunteer organizations contributing to the wider community. Over the last few months our
shipyard has been broken into on a number of occasions, resulting in damage and the theft of equipment and
supplies. Whilst my initial response is to lust for revenge and punishment for the “perps”, the softer side of me
suggests that they might benefit from becoming volunteers and assist in the preservation of some history as well
as learning some skills in sharing and problem solving. Now that keel hauling and the cat of nine tails are not
allowed we must look to more “modern” solutions for aberrant behaviour.

From the Bridge
Tony Lewis Chairman of the BSMM Board

Anyone who has recently visited the Wattle after an absence of six months or so
will have noticed a remarkable change in the appearance of the ship. Below the
waterline, she looks almost “ready to go”. Apart from a few (planned) missing
plates, she is prime painted and with a finishing coat, looks fit externally for
another 80 years. Many changes are obvious above that level too – wheelhouse,
wheelhouse steel and wooden decks, foredeck, afterdeck are all changed for the
better and internally, the Engine Room, forepeak/galley, toilets and aft
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compartment all show signs of the progress we have made. I think all of our volunteers are justified in feeling a
measure of pride in what has been achieved in recent months.
But we are not out of the woods yet. (Shouldn’t that be “back in the water yet”?) We still have work to do.
Fortunately we have a pool of 24 active volunteers of whom 12 – 15 attend regularly on Saturdays. New ones
come and unfortunately, old ones go – the plus side of that is that, by and large, the newer ones are usually
younger and most times bring a different set of skills to our enthusiastic group. Also fortunately, the arrivals
outnumber the departures by a small margin.
In recognition of volunteers’ work, I think it is worth naming all those who have signed in via the Attendance
Book this year. They are listed at the end of this Report. On behalf of the Board, thank you all.
Administratively, we have had a reasonably successful year and thanks are due to Directors and Officers who
have kept us ticking over – Directors Dick Francis (Secretary & Treasurer), Steven Gibson, John Gouldstone,
and Howard Mumford, Peter Batey (Project Manager) and Russell Danby who took over the books while Dick
was overseas. Thanks are due to you all for your efforts and support of our endeavours.
Richard Sbrana continues as our representative on the Maritime Heritage Association of Victoria. Unfortunately
John Rogers has had to resign from his position as our representative with the Maritime Museum of Victoria
due to health concerns. Thank you John for your advocacy of our cause over the years. John’s place is filled by
Dick Francis who is also Chairman of the Maritime Museum of Victoria.
We had some concerns earlier in the year about the lease of our site but at time of writing, it seems that our
landlord, Places Victoria is likely to extend our tenure until the end of June, 2015 at least. Our thanks are due to
Lee Eklund of Places Victoria for her consideration of our situation.
Our donors and sponsors continue to support us with their welcome generosity. We are indebted to many firms
and individuals: AMAC Alloys, BOC, Breakaway Group, Cafco Services, Tom Flood, International Paint,
Karla Eldridge & Associates, Places Victoria, Quinlan Cranes, Rex Industries, Southern Forest Farm Products,
Viking Plastics Engineering, Waterside Engineering and Western Sheet Metal. All of these deserve our thanks
for goods donated in kind or services provided at “Mates’ Rates”. We are in your debt.
But our major gratitude must of course be reserved for Sorrento Steam. It has been said many times before and
it must be said again – “Their support continues unabated and we are extremely grateful for their generosity,
enthusiasm and patience”.
As we are now in a position to envisage a return to operations, we have started preparations for the happy
moment when we achieve survey again. We have engaged Mike Seward, Naval Architect, of Seward Maritime
to prepare a report to Transport Safety Victoria to confirm requirements for our return to operations. This will
involve such things as our areas of operation, passenger numbers, crewing, structural and safety requirements,
communication equipment and the like. Dick Francis has been writing the Safety Management & Operations
Manual which will be integral to Mike’s Report and to our operations once we are back in survey.
All in all, this has been a satisfying year of progress. We can all be proud of what we have achieved. May that
thought spur us on to continue our efforts until we steam again.
ACTIVE VOLUNTEERS
Volunteers names as they appear in the Attendance Book (If you’ve been and you name is not here, it means
you forgot to sign in!): Ron Stannus, Brian Jones, Tony Sammut, John Hawthorne, John Gouldstone, Russell
Danby, Richard Sbrana, Tony Lewis, Jeff Malley, Howard Mumford, Tony Adams, Jeff Braun, Victor
Langlands, Peter Batey, Dick Francis, Wally Kosiak, John Rogers, Kim Hollinrake, Charlie Thorpe, Steven
Gibson, Mal Marcus, Blythe Osborne, Pat Polak. (Barbara Wagner and Louise are in the Book too because they
provided a delicious lunch and regularly spoil us with tasty goodies brought to us by Charlie).
John Kovac, Neil Fraser and Ian Clark are occasional and welcome visitors also.
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Restoration Report
Peter Batey, Project Manager
In the past 12 months, much has been achieved, we started off with a host of jobs in
front of us, and we’ve been able to slowly work our way through many of them.
The wooden deck of the fore-deck was in desperate need of re-caulking, and some
replacement planking and steel decking was also required, this has all now been
completed, a big job done over many weeks by Vic and Jeff, who I’m sure are
pleased to see the back of it. But they plodded on and the decking now looks very
smart.
The toilet (roof) and wheelhouse (floor), both the same thing, were also attacked.
When the wheelhouse was removed to make working on it easier, the wheelhouse floor was then removed by
Richard to discover that the steel deck under the woodwork of the wheelhouse was rotten. The steel deck was
replaced with new steel, the old timbers were saved where possible. New timber was ordered and has arrived,
and the new wooden deck will be fitted by Richard as soon as practical. The new planking is ‘young’ and rather
wet, this is now drying, but fortune is smiling on us for once as it’s the right time of year for drying wood.
The toilet steel floors were also found to be rotten, these have been replaced where necessary with new steel
and the whole area needle gunned and repainted.
The wheelhouse itself is now at ground level with a roof over it as protection from the elements. Work is
ongoing replacing many rotten wooden panels. At the time of going to press, I estimate the work is about 50%
complete.
In the “galley” area, painting the keel is complete, floor beams have been fitted, two sani. tanks have been
fitted, cleats for the wooden deck have been made & fitted, the bilge suction pipe is in place, (but requires a
strainer to be fitted), the portholes are 80% refurbished and ready to be fitted, and the galley entrance/exit
ladder is in place. The hole in the ships port side of the galley, which serves as an easy exit/entrance, has a plate
being prepared by Waterside Engineering, to fit in place.
Externally, all ‘doubler plates’ had to be replaced. All bar a few small ones above the waterline have been done.
Those above the waterline will be done in the near future.
The hole in the Engine Room plate, port side will be replaced before Christmas.
Much work has been done at the after end, in and around the counter-stern, replacing thin or holey ships plates.
This work is now almost complete, with mainly painting to be done.
The vast majority of the underwater external surfaces of the hull have has at least one coat of primer paint
applied, and for this we must be thankful to the ever willing Tony Sammut, helped in no small way by Ron,
Steve and Russell. All the new steelwork has also been painted, in the galley, boiler room, toilets, counter stern
area, in fact if new steelwork appears, anywhere, within minutes it gets painted, and this is something we have
to be very grateful for. Thanks Tony and “The Painters.
”
The scaffold which has graced the back of the ship for so long has now been moved to the port side, in
readiness for work to start on the sheer strake and bulwarks.
In the Engine Room, the condenser has been inspected, cleaned, had new anodes fitted and reassembled, a big
job supervised by JR who had our youngest recruit Charlie helping him. I fancy Charlie will have had many
envious school pals around him on a Monday morning! The main engine has been looked into, and found to be
in good health, (bar the L.P. piston rod, which will be worked on at a later date.)
The G.S. p/p has had all suction valves overhauled and replaced, the overboard discharge valve on the ships
side, which was found to be crumbling, is being replaced by Waterside.Engineering.
The condenser circulating water p/p has been refurbished by W.E. and replaced in the Engine.Room.
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The propeller shaft, which was sent ashore because we had to get a new propeller shaft bearing made and fitted
(replacing the lignum vitae bearing) has been returned to the stern tube and fitted into the new bearing. The
propeller will be fitted soon.
Much rehab work has been done to the rudder post and blade by Walter this will also be fitted soon.
Tony A has spent many hours working on the afterdeck, his efforts are now coming to fruition with an almost
brand new after deck.
The dynamo has been sent ashore for cleaning and testing, this will be returning in the near future along with a
report on the electrical load and capacity and costs to rewire the ship.
All the boiler mountings have now been refurbished and are ready to be refitted when the boiler is lowered; this
is a bit of a sticking point at the moment as our Lagging firm is committed to other work; we are working on
this. We can’t lower the boiler until it’s lagged and clad.
All E.R. valves have now been overhauled and refurbished, or are about to be.
All in all, a successful year, we are very close to being able to see big changes for all our hard work. It seems
that in the past that we worked, worked, and worked with nothing to show for it, but very soon the changes will
begin to show.

Someone from the Wattle?
Bob, a 70-year-old had retired from the Merchant Marine and was an extremely wealthy widower. One evening
he showed up at the yacht club with a breathtakingly beautiful and very sexy 25-year-old blonde woman who
knocked everyone's socks off with her youthful sex appeal and charm and was hanging on to Bob's arm
listening intently to his every word.
His mates at the club were both aghast and envious. At the very first chance they cornered him and asked, 'Bob,
how'd you get the trophy girlfriend?'
Bob replied, 'Girlfriend? She is not my girlfriend – She is my wife!'
They were bowled over and curious so asked (largely out of self interest), "Then, how did you persuade her to
marry you?'
'I lied about my age', Bob replied.
With self interest now becoming overwhelming his mates asked, 'What, did you tell her, that you were only 50?'
Bob smiled and said, 'No, I told her I was 90.'
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History: The Mystery of the Plaque

Tony Lewis accepting the Wattle plaque from Victor Langlands

The mystery plaque in detail mounted
on a presentation base prepared by Victor

One afternoon in December 2013 a blue car pulled up outside Victor’s apartment in Kew and a young man
jumped out and left an unmarked heavy package on the top of the row of letterboxes. He then fled to the car and
drove away. An elderly lady in the apartment block witnessed this and went across to the parcel to see what was
inside. It was so heavy that she could not lift it. So she called Victor to help her unwrap and to move it. To
Victor’s surprise the heavy object appeared to be a dilapidated cast makers plate for the Steam Tug Wattle.
Instantly recognizing its potential significance Victor claimed the plate and unbeknown to the rest of the Wattle
crew began to restore it for eventual return to the ship. However one thing bothered him. In all the years he had
been associated with the ship he could not recall seeing this plaque. So the question of its origin began to haunt
him. But nevertheless he proceeded with its restoration.
With declining health Victor put a priority on finishing the plaque restoration and on the 27th September this
year presented it to Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd, along with a number of historic photographs of the
Port of Melbourne.
The sharpies amongst the assembled crew noted that at building and launch of the ship in June 1933 she was
known only as CODECO or ship No 111. She was not named the Wattle until February 1934 when the Royal
Australian Navy took over ownership. So clearly the plaque was not contemporary with her building and
launch.
Our Chairman, Tony Lewis, made a few inquiries and came up with an explanation from Leigh Doeg, former
CEO of Victorian Steamship Association. In Leigh’s words:
"…the plate went missing around 1994. Long time Wattle crew member MARTIN BLUNDELL worked at the
Adams foundry and cast the plate. It was modelled on the Yelta’s builders plate that was mounted proudly on
the front of her wheelhouse. I admired this feature and asked Martin to make up one for the Wattle’s
wheelhouse. It looked beautiful with brass letters on the red background!
As I feared it would be stolen if permanently fixed to the wheelhouse (as sadly Yelta’s one was) it was only put
on display when the ship was at sea. We made up a wooden mounting board with two brass studs which was
permanently fixed to the front of the wheelhouse. The plate would therefore be temporarily placed on the studs
and held in place with two brass dome nuts. Easily placed in position for every cruise.
I well remember the day it was discovered that the plate had gone missing. I was extremely upset to say the
least!! And searched high and low for it.
In the end it was assumed that it had mistakenly been left out on the ship and someone had seen it and taken it.
In those days Wattle was conducting in excess of 180 cruises year and so the probability of shit eventually
happening was high.
If we want, we can fill in the dots to speculate at what actually happened but I would rather rejoice at its return
and celebrate Martin Blundell’s wonderful enduring legacy.
Yelta’s builders plate has never been found or returned!!”
So, where has the plaque been for the last twenty years?
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Restoration photo record
The Hull

November 2014

Port side hull undercoating

Nov 2014 Forward port side

Nov 2014 Port hull undercoating& inserted prop shaft

Nov 2014 Starboard paintwork and porthole cut outs

Nov 2014 Tony Adams welding brackets for forward compartment deck
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Nov 2014 Stern deck replacement nearing completion

Boiler and Engine Room

B
A
C
Nov 2014 Installing the auxilary fire pump control valve A the space; B the valve: C Russell and Brian fitting the valve

Oct 2014 Condenser circulating pump installed

Oct 2014 Removing the dynamo

Oct 2014 valves installed
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Top Deck

Oct 2014 Richard completing welding on wheelhouse deck

Oct 2014 – Richard, Tony & Peter laying wheelhouse deck timbers

Nov 2014 Plugs to cover screws and damage to front of wheelhouse

Sept 2014 Blythe, Jeff and Vic reviewing wheelhouse repairs

Next major woodwork job – repairing aft shelter frame
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Members at Work

Wally and Kim cutting brackets

New member Pat learning some welding on the rudder stem

Howard giving a lunchtime talk on the generation of steam

Blythe cutting out wood plugs for the wheelhouse

Victor familiarizing Blythe with the tool inventory

Charlie proudly showing Brian his work on the pump
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Events
Victors Life Membership

Victor Langlands has been involved with the Wattle since the 1980s
when she first came to Melbourne. Since her lay up in 2010 Victor
has been our principal woodworker and painter contributing
significantly to the restoration of most of the timber items on the
ship. This has included the restoration of the bar, hatch covers,
windows, the foredeck and the wheelhouse. He has also been
significant in identifying and sourcing timbers that were original to
the ship.
Victor also assisted BSMM by quietly spiriting away timber that
needed major machinery work. Whether Vision Australia workshops
were aware of this we do not know.
Chairman Tony Lewis awarding Victor a lifelong membership of BSMM Ltd

An associated area of Victor’s skill was the superb paint and varnish finishes that he achieved, largely by touch. Legally blind
Victor used his sensitive touch and hearing abilities to our advantage. Quite often visitors would be amazed when he would
pull out his talking tape measure and tell them that a piece of timber was .05 of a millimetre out.
On the 6th September 2014 in recognition of his contribution to BSMM and the restoration of the Wattle the Board awarded
Victor a lifelong membership

The Passing Parade
As mentioned in previous issues Warwick Turner, one of our members and
owner of the Steam Yacht Ena, has been negotiating with various authorities
for the creation of an historic ships precinct in the now named Victoria
Harbour area (formerly Victoria Docks). As a taste of what that might look
like the powers to be at Victoria Harbour organized a regatta on August 30
which involved a sail past of vessels. Included were the Ena (left) and the
Enterprize (below right) as well as the tug Switzer Marysville (below left)
and numerous service and pleasure vessels. We hope that the various
authorities involved in this activity will see the worth of Warwick’s ideas
and make future provision for historic ships at Victoria Harbour.
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Wattle crew on Saturday September 13 2014

Back row L to R
Wally Koziak; Richard Sbrana; Kurt Reiger: Steve Gibson; Russell Danby; Jeff Braun; Jeff Malley; Peter Batey; Pat Polak; Tony Sammut.
Front row L to R
Tony Lewis; Blythe Osborne; Ron Stannus; Tony Adams; Dick Francis; Howard Mumford.
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Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd
Notice of Extra Ordinary General Meeting
Members are advised that an EGM is called for 1100 hours on November 22nd 2014, to precede the 2014 AGM, to
discuss and vote on the following motion.
“That Section 38 of the Articles of Association concerning the tenure of Office of the President/Chairman be waived until
such time as the “Wattle” is returned to service. This will enable the management team to remain intact until the next
Annual General Meeting after completion of the rebuild.”
Normal voting procedures will apply. Proxy voting forms are below or can be obtained from the Secretary
Note that the 2014 AGM will follow immediately afterwards.
Richard Francis
Secretary, BSMM Ltd

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd
Notice of the 2014 Annual General Meeting and Election of Office Bearers
Saturday 22nd November, 11.30 pm at the yard (19 South Wharf – off Lorimer Street Docklands)
Lunch will be served at 12.30
In addition to receiving reports from BSMM Office bearers elections will be held for the Board of Directors. Any
member wishing to place an item on the agenda for the AGM should contact the Chairman (Tony Lewis) or Secretary
(Dick Francis).

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd.

Board of Directors Nomination Form

Being members of Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd and being eligible under the Constitution we do hereby
nominate
......... ..................... ………………………………………(full name) for a position on the Board of
Directors.
Signature of Proposer... ..........................................

Date ……..

Signature of Seconder ... ..........................................

Date ………..

I ....................................accept this nomination. Signature………………………………..
Date……..

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd.

Proxy Voting Form

Being a member of Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd I nominate the following to act as my proxy at the Annual
General Meeting to be held on November 23rd and at any subsequent reconvening of that meeting.
Name of proxy ………………………………………………………….

Signature of Member .....................................................

Date …………………..

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd. may be contacted at P.O. Box 98, Albert Park, Victoria, 3206 or through the Chairman Tony
Lewis on 03 9846 1819 (email ailston@iprimus.com.au ) or Secretary Dick Francis on 03 9873 2009 (email .
wendick@hotmail.com)
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